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PEDOPHILIA; EXTENSION OF OUR CHILDREN

The individual seeks to reflect his childhood and desires through the possession of the
other.
Those adults who are attracted to young people, age differences that exceed that of a
father, an old grudge intended to sublimate her childhood infringed; sodomized or abusive.
In this case the adult has the opportunity to repeat the act and seek justice against the
projection of any young man or have the choice as an adult to pursue recovery of their
status and dropout integrity of his body; which was stripped.
Therefore, the aims regain control as compared to the young adult that a robbery
happened "innocence" (its essence - destination) and which is drawn as the "Stockholm
Syndrome" looking for the same sexual pleasure was the victim, retaking control or lose it
again and again, but this time with his consent, keeping a sublimated using it against the
teen for your pleasure control.
For this purport to be the subdued and dominated, feeling an exaggerated release of
control to which he was exposed all his life (to cope with the loss in his childhood years).
Similarly you can try to redeem that check, because by losing; the moral premise of right,
ie natural choice behavior was violated hides, but in his home unconscious uncontrollable
sexual desire to dominate a woman.
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Well to be sodomized, lost to a couple, their masculinity; therefore; if offered the
opportunity to take control and put the gag; it will fall immediately in ecstasy ever lived, as
they sleep in their limbic system basic sensations. The which are related to the 5 senses,
therefore the closest to his repressed sexuality.
When we talk about sexuality this is only the symptom of a change in his mental structure
that was modeled in its infancy; changing its course, was cut short and articulated to look
for in an eternal return the same to be stolen: Control. Whether as a victim or overlapping
active perpetrator.
When the case of fault in adult women in their teens or aborted lost a son is given; they
intend by a dysfunctional relationship with a teenager, rescue the lost son by transforming
his lover and mother while (Oedipus and Electra syndrome accomplished) and the
teenager attracted to this woman also has flaws or loss of affection; encontarndo refuge
there and sexual submission from an absent mother or did not give the expected affection;
due to an ambiguous affective and assertive communication, and less support and
flattering enough to feel comforted, as is the case with this woman makes surrogate lover,
and emotional and intellectual support of this young man.
In this circumstance the adult woman feel less attracted to a mixture of unexpressed and
tenderness choked by her past, being the object of adulation this teenager who seeks
pamper and give you everything he could not give his son brutally aborted because it sees
itself as a killer or concealing murder - parricide keeping his sentence in the unconscious,
paying off your debt; to save this man from his child affective instability, giving his all.
Then confusion between husband and child that triggers an emotional co-dependence
between the two occurs.
The outcome is tragic, that adult women struggle between protecting and being protected
by someone unable to do so and then the torrent of frustration grows in this odd coupleending breaking the functional matrix of his life taking different paths finally meet again in
similar characters; him for the same experience again with another older woman and she
with another teenager whom save.
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